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Weber Center officially opened
By Kindra Arwood
News writer
On Wednesday, October 3, 
2001, the students, faculty and staff at 
Olivet Nazarene University joined 
together to dedicate another building 
on campus. The Weber Center, which 
was opened for use at the beginning 
of this school year, was officially ded­
icated during chapel in Chalfant Hall.
The chapel service was full 
of music, prayer and praise, all of 
which showed the excitement about 
this addition to Olivet’s campus and 
resources. A responsive reading with 
Dr. Bowling was used to dedicate the 
newest building. As well as the stu­
dent body, faculty and staff, the 
Olivet Board of Trustees and some 
community members were also in at­
tendance to help celebrate the dedica­
tion of the Weber Center.
After chapel there was a rib­
bon cutting ceremony to officially 
open the Weber Center. The ribbon 
was purple and yellow to celebrate 
Olivet. The board of trustees as well 
as Dr. Bowling and some students 
were there to dedicate the building. 
Refreshments were served as every­
one gathered to marvel at the beau­
ty of the Weber Center. It was a 
great day in Olivet history as one of 
the most modem buildings in the 
state of Illinois was dedicated for 
the service of God.
As the day of dedication 
proved, there is a lot of excitement 
on campus as well as around the 
community about Olivet’s new 
addition. It will serve students well 
for many years to come.
(A picture o f  the ribbon cutting is available on page 2.)
Shine 89.7 helps vic­
tims of terrorism
By Stephanie McNelly
News Writer
On Oct. 2, Shine 89.7 pro­
vided a way for all its listeners to 
help the victims of Sept, l l ’s attack.
Oct. 2 was scheduled to be 
the third annual friend-raiser to raise 
funds for various station programs. 
Instead the station changed the for­
mat to a relief fund-raiser with the 
proceeds going to the McCormick 
Tribune Foundation Disaster Relief 
Fund in Chicago. The McCormick 
Tribune Foundation matches dona­
tions by 50 percent, meaning for 
every dollar donated, the foundation 
gives an additional 50 cents.
According to Paul Gold­
smith, Shine 89.7’s Man-on-the- 
Street, the decision to change the 
format was made the day after the 
Sept. 11 attacks.
This is our chance to show 
the nation Christ’s love. Shine 89.7 
canceled its fall fund-raiser to ask 
our extended family of listeners to be 
part of the disaster relief, Goldsmith 
said.
The fund-raiser, which had 
never been canceled or changed 
before, included a marathon broad­
W E B E R - C E N T E R
Jesse Middendorf, general superintendent of 
the Church of the Nazarene, speaks during 
the Weber Center dedication 
(GlimmerGlass photo by Dee Dee Brewer)
Olivet will benefit from the
cast by the morning broadcast crew 
consisting of Bill DeWees, Maria 
Bar and Mark Bishop. It ended at 
7pm at the Sam Goody Store in Fox 
Valley Mall in Aurora, IL, with 
Kindred 3’s album release party.
As an incentive for listen­
ers, Pamplin Records, Kindred 3’s 
label, donated 1,000 CD’s to be 
handed out to everyone that donat­
ed at the concert.
Bill DeWees, Director of 
Broadcasting for Shine 89.7, said 
that the official count was not in 
yet, but estimated that approximate-, 
ly $7,000 had been donated that 
evening. With the donation from 
the McCormick Tribune, the total 
raised will be around $10,000.
It was a success, DeWees
said.
When asked if this post­
ponement will hurt the station fi­
nancially, Bill DeWees said, I hope 
not. It was a bit of a chance we 
took, but I’m not losing any sleep 
over it.
Listeners who would still 
like to contribute to the Relief Fund 
can send cash or checks payable to 
Tribune Disaster Relief Fund to 
Shine 89.7 One University Ave. 
Bourbonnais, IL 60914.
Bears
By Erin Rumbley
Executive Editor
Many changes have already 
begun to take place on Olivet’s cam­
pus as a result of the recently signed 
contract with the Chicago Bears. In 
the agreement making Olivet the site 
of the Bears’ new pre-season camp, 
Olivet promised to make improve­
ments on the athletic facilities. Some 
of the improvements include re-sod­
ding the fields, installing under­
ground irrigation systems with sprin­
klers, building more locker rooms, 
and adding lights to Ward Field, 
according to Jeff Schimmelpfennig, 
new athletic director at Olivet.
Other improvements include 
landscaping, painting and putting up 
billboards, although most of these 
facelifts are coming from administra­
tion, said Schimmelpfennig. Many of 
these changes will promote Olivet to 
the Bears’ fans who will be visiting 
this -summer. There could be up to 
50,000 visitors to the campus. These 
people are going to watch practices 
and ja large number of people will see 
the field, said Schimmelpfennig.
The idea of making improve­
ments began shortly after the contract 
was signed and Chicago television 
showed pictures of the current foot­
ball field. In response to the publicity, 
Olivet administration plans to land­
scape the lawn in front of Ward Field, 
re-paint the bleachers and put in new 
sidewalks. Also, a large pile of dirt: 
has been moved next to the soccer 
field and will be sodded to serve as a 
spot for Bears’ fans to spread out 
blankets and set up chairs to watch 
their team practice.
These improvements will 
cost a combined total of around $1.4 
million, but the money will come 
from the State of Illinois and private 
businesses, said Schimmelpfennig. 
The community will benefit from the 
Bears choosing to practice at Olivet 
for two main reasons. First, 
Kankakee County has had a lot of 
negative publicity, and this is a per­
fect chance for people to see how 
nice the county
(See “Bears” page 2)
2 News
TYGR looking
for help
By Jana Hacker 
News writer
TYGR is Olivet’s literary 
magazine. To many students this does 
not mean much. What is a literary 
magazine after all? TYGR is an ONU 
student publication put out once a 
year that contains the original literary 
and art works of ONU students and 
faculty.
TYGR accepts submissions 
of original work for review from stu­
dents and faculty in all disciplines. 
Poetry, prose, and essays are all 
accepted for review as literary works. 
Art works accepted for review 
include drawings, paintings, and pho­
tographs. - In order to
submit literary pieces, people should 
bring their works to the English of­
fice on the fourth floor of Burke and 
place them in the box for TYGR sub­
missions. All literary works submit­
ted must have a cover sheet with the 
author’s name, phone number, box 
number, and e-mail attached to three 
copies of the work that do not bear 
the author’s name. Those wishing to 
submit art works may contact Jana 
Hacker to discuss a way to have that 
art work reviewed. Submissions are 
due by November 14.
Once submissions are made, 
the works will be reviewed by com-
mittees of students and faculty. Those 
selected for publication will be in the 
issue to appear in early April. Though 
funded by the English Department, 
TYGR is designed to showcase orig­
inal work of Olivet students across 
the whole range of fields represented 
at the university. Having original 
work published looks great on a 
resume and is a wonderful opportuni­
ty for ONU students to share their tal­
ents with one another.
TYGR needs help from the 
students in order to make this year’s 
edition a success. Submissions are 
needed for publication. Students from 
all disciplines are encouraged to sub­
mit their original work for review. 
Also, staff for the publication are 
needed. People are needed to select 
the works for publication, to review 
content, to proofread, and to layout 
the publication. In particular, some­
one with PageMaker experience is 
desired. One-half hour of credit is 
available to anyone on TYGR staff. 
Anyone who is interested in being a 
part of the TYGR staff, which also 
looks great on a resume, or who has 
questions, please call Jana Hacker at 
16550 as soon as possible.
Bears
(Continued from page 1)
is and to get rid of the negative per­
ceptions, according to 
Schimmelpfennig. Second, private 
businesses will profit because of the 
larger number of tourists coming to 
see the Bears. Schimmelpfennig es­
timated that area hotels, gas stations, 
and ! restaurants will make several 
million dollars in sales, and the 
couflty will benefit from the tax on 
everything the visitors pay.
Not only will the communi­
ty benefit from the Bears’ visit, but 
the athletic department will also 
receive some help. Although the 
athletic department doesn’t have a 
big jrole... we benefit from [the
Bears], said Schimmelpfennig. He 
went on to say that because of the 
Bears’ visit, Olivet will receive state 
of the art practice fields and more 
locker rooms to be used for female 
athletes.
Overall, the Bears’ decision 
to choose Olivet as their new pre-sea- 
son home will be an excellent public­
ity opportunity for Olivet and the sur­
rounding community. The changes 
seen on campus in the next year are 
one more effort to make Olivet a 
place people want to be part of and a 
place students can take pride in.
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Ribbon cutting at 
Weber Center
Many Olivet faculty and friends gathered for the ribbon 
cutting ceremony after chapel on Wednesday, October 3. 
This ceremony officially opened the Weber Center al­
though it had been housing classes since the beginning 
of the year.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Dee Dee Brewer)
ThHstuder®csponsc was given by Lisa 
Brinkmann, a senior marketing major, ar the 
Weber Center dedication on October 3.
My name is Lisa Brinkmann. 1 am a senior this year and will be graduating 
in May with a degree in marketing
Today, however, I represent a variety of students, here at Olivet-students of 
diffejrent ages, students earning different degrees, students who are all differ­
ent tin the sense that a number of reasons and sets of circumstances led us to 
attend school here. But students who are all the same in that the central rea­
son We are here at Olivet Nazarene University is that we desire a higher 
leve| of education that will prepare us for our futures.
So, ©n behalf of that entire group of students, I would like to say thank you. 
Thank you especially to the Weber Family and all those who contributed to 
the building of the new Weber Center.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to study and learn in a building 
designed to promote achievement.
Thank you for contributing to our future success.
Thank you for your Christ-like selflessness.
Thank youfrom a group of students that you will probably never know or 
even seefor caring enough about us that you were willing to invest in our : 
futures to ensure that we are fully equipped and prepared to meet the world 
that awaits us.
Your generosity humbles us.
Your example inspires us. j 
Your hearts amaze us.
And so, we thank you.
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Olivet website gets futuristic facelift
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Olivet’s new website will be easier to navigate through and 
be more attractive to the eye.
(Image courtesy of Computer Services)
Olivet student takes responsibili­
ty for website
By Erin Rumbley 
Executive editor
By Thomas Smith 
News writer
Since the meager beginnings of 
the Internet in 1994, ONU has made 
its ¡online presence known at 
www.olivet.edu. The website, which 
draws approximately 10,500 visitors 
per week, has undergone three design 
changes in its lifetime, the current lay­
out having been in use for two years 
now.
Feeling that it was time for a 
change, the Computer Services staff, 
in collaboration with the Offices of 
Student Development, Academic Af­
fairs] Financial Aid, Public Relations, 
Admissions, and Graduate and Adult 
Studies, has created a more modem, 
streamlined web interface. Director of 
Computer Services Dennis Seymour 
clainjis it is, more marketable, [gives] 
morei interaction with site personal­
ization, new and improved naviga­
tional structure, better organization 
of information, and new eye-catch­
ing graphics...
The team set standards in the 
website’s renovation, making it a 
goal to provide an interface that is 
useful, informative, easy to use, easy 
to manage, reliable, error free, and 
interactive.
With personalization for various 
groups and audiences, such as pro­
spective students, current students, 
alumni and friends, parents, and fac­
ulty and staff, olivet.edu will be 
much more instrumental in reaching 
out to those interested in the endeav­
ors of the Olivet community than 
ever before.
Visit olivet.edu to see the new 
transformation on the site’s October 
19th go-live date.
When Meredith Felts was 
asked to be the summer project man­
ager for Olivet’s new website, she was 
excited as well as intimidated. Dennis 
Seymour asked Felts to be involved 
after noticing her interest during a 
staff meeting. Felts said the job 
sounded exciting because it was the 
kind of job she wants to have when 
she graduates.
Felts’ job as project manager 
this summer involved communicating 
with the web design company and 
various faculty and staff members on 
campus, as well as making sure all of 
the project deadlines were met. Felts 
said that the project was a team effort 
with people in the computer center 
and across campus. She also said that 
everyone she worked with was help­
ful and willing to work with me, 
which made her job much easier.
Felts was excited about her 
summer job and said it was a great 
educational opportunity. I learned an 
amazing amount of information....it 
was the best learning experience I’ve 
had at Olivet.
This opportunity for Felts 
gave her a better idea of the field she
Meredith Felts 
(Submitted photo)
wants to work in after 
college. Because of 
this project, I know 
what I want to do, Felts 
said. In the future, she 
would like to be a sys­
tems analysis/project 
manager for a software 
company, a job in 
which she would be re­
sponsible for commu­
nicating between her 
company and the com­
pany using the soft­
ware programs.
Now that 
school is taking most 
of Felts’ time, she is no 
longer working on the 
project, but she is still 
working in the comput­
er center and is excited 
about the new website.
Now Hiring!
Apply at any McDonald's Restaurant
The Bourbonnais McDonald’s is 
Just around die bend from Olivet!
575 Main NW  (across from Jewel)
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fre sh  fa c ts .. .Melvin Elliott
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By Mike Meier 
Features writer
The “Fresh Faces” that have 
been interviewed thus far are two pro­
fessors and a resident director. The 
roles that these three play within our 
community are truly very important. 
However^ I want to make a point that 
there are many other important faculty 
and staff members that work together 
to make Olivet a very special place. 
This week’s “Fresh Face” is Melvin 
Elliott, a worker in the carpenter shop, 
and a man that helps beautify our cam­
pus.
For the past 14 years, Melvin 
Elliott worked at Crown Cork & Seal 
until the job in the carpenter shop here 
at Olivet opened up. For those of you 
who are oblivious to the many mainte­
nance departments on campus, the car­
penter shop is located in the Tripp 
Maintenance Center next to University 
Place. That is where Melvin Elliott’s 
“office” is located.
, However, many of the tasks 
that he and his crew are involved in are 
throughout our spacious campus. You 
may have seen'him helping out with 
needed repairs on top of the roof of 
Gibson Hall. Have you seen any new 
display cases inside the luxurious 
Weber Center? Well, Melvin could 
probably take credit for some of them. 
The workers of the carpenter shop 
seemingly work non-stop throughout
the day. In fact, it was hard setting up 
an interview with Melvin because of 
major time restraints and deadlines that 
his department was pursuing. I asked 
him about the projects that he will be 
working on in the future, and he said 
that there are too many to list. 
However, no project has gotten the best 
of Melvin. “I don’t consider anything 
hard, just challenging.”
He isn’t as visible as Dr. 
David VanHeemst or Dr. Craig Keen, 
but I’m sure that many of you have 
made positive remarks about how great 
our campus looks, and I’m sure that 
Melvin is smiling, know that he has 
made a positive impact on this school.
Melvin and
his wife Madeline are the parents of 
two boys, ages 8 and 5, and a girl, age 
10. Melvin Elliott is truly happy work­
ing here at ONU.js^T can’t imagine 
working somewhere else. The people 
that I work with are great.”
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make the decision
- . that will make a
difference
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  ST.  T H O M A S  S C H O O L  OF  L A W
M I N N E A P O L I S ,  M I N N E S O T A
The University of St. Thomas School of Law is offering 
up to 40 full-tuition scholarships to students interested in 
a faith-based approach to personal and professional ethics, 
immersion in real world law practice through 
a unique, three-year mentor program, a rigorous academic challenge,
and dedication to public service.
Phone: (800) 328-6819 (ext. 2-4895) 
E-mail: lawschool@stthomas.edu 
Web: www.stthomas.edu/lawschool
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Melvin Elliott is a new addi­
tion to Olivet’s carpentry 
shop located in Tripp Mainte­
nance Center (submitted photo).
Interesting Facts —
Favorite movie: Cool Hand Luke 
Favorite singer: Elvis Presley 
Favorite animal: Dogs
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Apologies to Olivet Students:
In the last issue o f  the GlimmerGlass, there was a cartoon 
that displayed glasses fa lling on a student. Underneath was a 
poem  entitled, “The D ay the Towers Fell ” Some interpretted  
this as poking fu n  o f  the September 11 tragedy. I  and the s ta ff o f  
the GlimmerGlass would like to apologize fo r  this misunder­
standing. We, in no way, meant to make light o f  the horrible , 
events that occured on that day.
What’s new with The Dorm?
By Jamie Long 
Features Editor
The Dorm, Olivet’s campus 
radio station, which can be accessed by 
turning your television on channel 3, is 
experiencing some majorly new devel­
opments. However, what has snow 
balled it all is shifting to new manage­
ment. The Dorm has hired two new di­
rectors: Matt Jones and Jeremy Timm. 
Managing a radio station is no easy 
task.
However, the two are sharing 
their responsibilities. Matt’s and 
Jeremy’s duties include music pro­
gramming which basically means they 
make sure that new music is added to 
the play list every week. They also 
schedule the music into our music log, 
so music is constantly playing all the 
time. If that isn’t enough, they are re­
sponsible for supervising an entire 
Dorm staff that consists of disc jock­
eys. In order to fulfill a practicum cred­
it, they have to do 2 two-hour shifts a 
week for the entire semester. We moni­
tor their attendance and set up a system 
of accountability, says Jones about the 
Dorm team. They also talk with fran­
chises and work out trade outs, so their 
business gets promoted, and then they 
have free stuff to give out to Olivet stu­
dents. Last week we had a big-ticket 
giveaway thanks to Edan Productions. 
They generously hooked us up with 
tickets to giveaway to our audience, 
said Jones. They are also working with 
Papa John’s Pizza and possibly some 
other places in the local area. Timm, 
Jones, and the rest of the gang at The 
Dorm are trying to promote the campus 
station as much as possible. You might 
see some of this promotion on flyers 
around campus. Prize giveaways are 
another way of doing this as well.
As you can imagine, these two 
pretty much have a huge handful with­
out trying to handle other everyday 
responsiblities. So, to add to their 
plate, there have been some goals set in 
. order to make sure The Dorm is the 
best it can be for its listeners. Their first 
priority is to make sure more and more 
people know that there is a campus 
radio station and then to increase lis- 
tenership. It all comes back to that, 
comments Jones. Jeremy and Matt also 
are trying to bring The Dorm to a more 
alternative rock format. They want to 
give the students a chance to hear 
music that they wouldn’t hear on say
Shine 89.7FM.
Well, we all know talk is 
cheap. So, what exactly are these two 
doing to accomplish these goals? 
Timm says, we are taking almost all 
means necessary to get this accom­
plished. For example, we give away 
concert tickets, pizzas, and CD’s on air 
for people who listen. They are hoping 
that through these giveaways, current 
listeners will become more exited. 
Then, they will tell their friends, then 
their friends, then their friends...Well, 
you get the idea. Also, The Dorm is 
using the Tiger Talk to publicize and 
Chapel announcement time to let peo­
ple know when the giveaways are. The 
two have come to the conclusion that 
word of mouth is the best way to let 
people know about the station. Flyers 
are also playing a major role in this.
So, as a listener, I wanted to 
know, what else I should know about 
where The Dorm is going. When I 
asked Jones about this, he said, We are 
on the verge of some awesome things. I 
feel comfortable with the format we are 
currently running. He urges people to
let him know what they think about The 
Dorm and its future. Jones also says, 
We are open to anyone’s suggestions. 
This is your campus radio station. We 
want you guys to enjoy listening to it, 
so we will do our best to accommodate 
your needs.
So, the next time you are in 
your room and for some odd reason, 
you can’t get a single station in on your 
radio, flip on the tele and lend ear to 
The Dorm. I promise, it will satisfy a ll . 
your listening needs.
• Listen to
n r t  p v1 he Dorm 
everyday on 
Channel 3
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ONU conservatives struggle with their political orientation
By Dan Schlorff 
Features w riter
After learning that a group of 
! political liberals is forming at Olivet, 
Sophomore Jamie Long reached for her 
purse underneath the lunch table for ah 
Exccdrin Migraine. Rubbing her ach­
ing eye sockets, she asked her friends 
sitting with her, “Is it okay to be a lib­
eral and still be a Christian?” Jamie is 
j not alone in her bewilderment, for hers 
is the question that is being asked at 
lunch tables over the four comers of 
Olivet's sprawling acreage. The issue 
of political alignment dissects the ethi­
cal as well as spiritual aspects of carry­
ing the cross of Christ. Asking this de-; 
finitive question requires a definite re­
sponse.
Before introducing the new group 
of liberals, perhaps those who are read­
ing this article would be better served 
by first examining the source of 
Jamie’s headache: American
Liberalism. The conservative vs. liber­
al debate divides the Church like the 
issues of predestination and free will. 
Many Christians are surprised to team 
that the U.S. political system is 
designed to revolve not around irrecon-j 
cilable principles and ideals but around 
thoughtful world views and applicable 
philosophies, Voter’s guides that 
appear in church bulletins tend to 
manipulate congregations into voting 
for the right man based upon certain 
inflexible ideals that are politically 
ambiguous. In a (stereo-)typical 
church, the guide often finds its place 
next to another insert advertising “A 
Showing of the Jesus Film to be fol­
lowed by an altar service and church 
potiuck dinner (in no particular order).” 
The aid, which may have been well 
lntentioned aS a non-partisan summary 
of politics, ultimately finds its purpose 
as answering what really burdens the 
ultra-conservative mind: which candi­
date appears less depraved than the oth­
ers? The scenario presented above, 
hyperbolic by design, demonstrates j 
how members of the religious right use
impractical forms of idealism to deter- 
i mine their government.
Christians who are politically 
conservative might come to understand 
the origin of their dispute with liberals 
by examining the political theory 
underscoring the decisions made by the 
two major political parties.; 
Republicans base much of their politi­
cal dogmas' on the writings of Adam 
Smith (not the Junior Political Science 
major from Delphi, Indiana, but the 
eighteenth-century thinker from 
Scotland). Smith recognizes an all-per­
vasive“ invisible hand” that should 
govern the people. The influential logi­
cian reasons that, if the people submit 
to this invisible hand, it will provide 
them with the most essential social 
needs. Democrats reject the notion that 
the invisible hand has enough power to 
provide for those most in need. They 
argue that the hand discriminates. It 
benefits those who already have every 
benefit, and it forsakes those who are 
not known by the hand. Because the 
hand cannot be trusted, Democrats call 
upon the government to provide essen­
tial privileges for the disadvantaged.
When Adam Smith formulated 
his invisible hand theory, what he had 
in mind was not the Christian God - far 
from i t  On the contrary, the Scottish; 
economist was describing the self- 
adjusting law of supply and demand in 
which self-concern drives one to pro­
vide for oneself. American 
Conservatism, based upon- Adam 
Smith’s materialistic panacea, seeks to 
advance society by empowering those 
who are already in power (i.e., white,j 
Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, heterosexual 
males who have no physical or mental 
disadvantage - preferably rich, college- 
educated, good-looking and under 65). j 
Though liberals recognize the merit of 
Smith’s prineiplesMeftists concern 
themselves primarily with individuals 
who have nothing to invest in the 
American Dream. Herein lies the dif­
ference between conservatives and lib­
erals: conservatives wish to safeguard 
individual property and economy While 
liberals seek to secure and protect civil
rights. A new mission field is showing 
its emaciated face on Christian cam­
puses in the United States. The 
oppressed need more from Christians 
than verbose prayer; they need some­
thing other than condemnation from 
humans who believe they have mas­
tered the secrets of the Kingdom. No, 
the oppressed need the Advocate in a 
physical sense.
During the 2001-02 school year, 
a group of Olivet students will attempt 
to raise awareness of liberal perspeol 
fives on a variety of issues. Under the 
name CLARO (Christian Liberals 
Actively Reaching Out), Olivetians 
meet to strategize methods for distrib­
uting information to other students, 
preparing tetters to be sent to elected j 
officials, and establishing a physical 
presence in needed areas within 
Kankakee county. The group, co-led by 
Heather Morgan and Dan Schlorff, 
imports its name from the Spanish 
word claro meaning clarity, under­
standing or light. In reference to its 
name, CLARO does not wish assert 
that the liberal political view is superi­
or to its conservative counter-part. 
Instead, the members of CLARO cele­
brate their distinct periods of personal 
awakening and revelation in which 
scales fell off their eyes, and they 
began to think on their own. Christine j 
Carney, a senior Education major, notes 
that voting for a Republican candidate 
tends to be regarded erroneously as a j 
Christian sacrament: “Let them believe 
I’m going to hell because of my politi­
cal views. I don’t-care. I refuse to con­
form to their pre-packaged ideals.”
Co-leader Heather Morgan 
would like to see CLARO work toward 
one goal of building a more inclusive 
Church and society for the glory of 
God. Wendi Roper, a sophomore Social 
Work major, expresses her concern for 
Heather’s vision: “I don’t think 
Christians should be so hard on homo­
sexuals, for example. If they’re going 
to disagree with their lifestyle for 
Biblical reasons, they could at least 
love them for Biblical reasons.” 
Members of CLARO are in dialogue
concerning issues ranging from gender! 
equality and interracial marriage - two 
battles whose trenches extend to the 
heart of the Church - to more abstract 
issues extending from universal health 
coverage to gun control.
Is this article intended to be 
another conservative vs. liberal debate? 
The purpose is to raise awareness on 
Olivet’s campus concerning viewpoints 
that are not often heard but are fre­
quently. Kandice Arwood, sophomore 
Political Science major and leader of 
the Sudan Action Committee, notes, 
“On Olivet’s campus, liberals are often 
on the defense. That can be pretty emo­
tionally draining* at times.” Kandice 
maintains that creating an awareness of 
political issues is a great way to initiate 
l action.
Jamie Long’s question remains: 
will the students who voted for A1 Gone 
last November be thrown into a lake of 
burning sulfur? Perhaps they will, but 
probably not for voting Democrat, 
Liberalism might very well be a sign of 
moral depravity. It may also be a sign 
of stability in one’s faith. On the other 
hand, whereas some might describe 
voting Republican as a second work of 
grace, it might also be illustrated by the 
rich man who graciously allowed 
Lazarus to eat only the crumbs that the; 
dogs rejected (Lk 16:19-31). If the reli­
gious right feels at liberty to question 
\ the integrity of those who advocate 
minorities, perhaps CLARO should 
reverse Jaime’s question for the reli­
gious right: is it possible to be both 
conservative and Christian. CLARO; 
believes the answer is definitely a qual­
ified yes.
If you would like to know more about 
CLARO, contact dschlorf@olivet.edu.; 
For more information concerning
American Conservatism .JUii
Liberalism, see the following: 
Magstadt. Thomas M. and Schotten;
Peter M. “Approaches to the Common 
Good.” In Understanding Politics: 
Ideas. Issues and Concerns. New York:
Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 1999. 351-374.
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Longing for Control: A True Story
Author Anonymous
We’ve all felt a little down 
sometimes, maybe we feel like our 
lives are out of control. Sometimes we 
even think of ways in which we can 
overcome and take control of our lives. 
But what happens when this need for 
' “control” that we develop actually 
takes control over us?
For me, it started out as just 
wanting to be thinner. As a dancer, I 
was constantly aware of my figure. 
When you are in dance class, there are 
mirrors everywhere! No matter where 
you turn your head, there’s a mirror and 
you see every little need for improve­
ment on your body. It was January of 
1998. Almost time to order the cos­
tumes for recital. “It wouldn’t hurt to 
lose a few pounds,” I thought to 
myself. After all, being the best dancer 
requires looking the best. And so I 
started limiting my intake. This lasted 
for about two days. And then I found 
myself really, really hungry. I figured I 
would just eat a sensible snack. Then I 
went into the kitchen. All of these rich, 
sweet foods were staring me in the 
face. I started out with just one snack, 
but then I couldn’t stop. I kept eating, 
and eating, and eating. And then came 
the guilt. I felt so full, so fat, and so dis­
gusting! “I’ll never be the prettiest 
now!” I had heard, and living with my 
sister who had survived anorexia, so I 
had gotten a first hand experience, of 
people who just threw up after they ate. 
“That wouldn’t be so bad, what is one 
time going to hurt?” I thought to 
myself. And so I went upstairs to my 
room with a bucket, and threw up for 
the very first time. And so began, what 
has now been, my almost four year bat­
tle, with bulimia nervosa. That was 
January 7, 1998.
Pretty soon it was becoming 
more and more frequent. It became a 
coping method. Fail a test, get in a fight 
with a friend, get my feelings hurt, why 
not restrict? I would feel so in control 
like I had the power to do something 
that not that many people could do, I 
could go two to three days living on 
Diet Coke! And then the bingeing and 
purging would happen. And then I felt 
out of control. I wasn’t losing weight 
that fast, so what was the point? I 
would lose five pounds and then gain 
back four.
That summer is when things 
got way out of control. I always had 
this dream of going back to high school 
and all of the boys falling head over 
heels for me because I was thin and 
beautiful. So, I started a new plan. Why 
not, just barely eat, and then throw 
everything up? And so I started a new 
ritual. This was perfect, until my fami­
ly started asking questions. “How are 
you losing weight? Why are you so 
tired? Why do you have dark circles 
under your eyes?” All of these ques­
tions were so annoying! It was no one’s 
business but mine! Then, on July 27, 
1998, my secret was let out. I had lost 
approximately 30 pounds in a matter of 
weeks, and my sister (who I mentioned 
before overcame anorexia, so she knew 
the signs) confronted me. I will never 
forget hanging up the phone and her 
coming over to me and saying, “Do you
want to tell me why your lunch is in the 
toilet?” I don’t think I breathed for 
about 20 seconds! I was in shock, how 
could I have been so stupid to not have 
cleaned out the toilet properly? I tried 
everything I could to escape, but it did­
n’t work. I even tried blaming it on my 
other sister! That night my sister told 
my Mom. I will never forget the look of 
hurt in my Mom’s eyes. At the time, I 
considered that the worst day of my 
life. I now consider it the best day of 
my life, the day my life was saved.
The next few months I was 
pushed into therapy. It didn’t work, but 
then again why would it? If a person 
does not want to get better, you cannot 
make them! I loved the feeling of 
knowing that I had control, I mean I 
was in control right? I did not see any 
of the negatives to this situation. I did­
n’t know that two years down the road 
I would find out that I had “severe tooth 
decay and erosion.” I thought that what 
I was doing was fine, and that I was 
invincible to actually doing damage.
Then one day I went to a support group. 
A lady there mentioned something 
about taking laxatives. Why not try 
that? And so I added laxatives to my 
daily diet. What this woman didn’t 
inform me of though, was how painful, 
how inconvenient, how expensive, and 
how addicting they are! When you start 
taking laxatives, your body becomes 
accustomed to them. You can’t have a 
bowel movement without them. And 
so, you start taking more. Pretty soon I 
was bingeing and purging, and taking 9 
laxatives and 16 diuretics a day! But I 
was still in control! I could stop when I 
wanted to, or could I?
This took place for the rest of 
my junior and senior years in high 
school. I even had a 6- week hospital­
ization in March of 1999. At the end of 
my senior year I decided I did not want 
to go to college with an eating disorder.
I had come to the realization that this 
had ruined my high school years and I 
was not going to let it ruin my college 
years! I decided I wanted to rely on 
God’s strength, not my own. And so the 
week before graduation I threw up for 
what I thought would be the last time 
ever. I went 128 days without any eat­
ing disorder symptoms! I thought that I 
was cured! I felt so confident!
That fall, August of 2000, I 
entered my freshman year at Olivet as a 
Dietetics major. “I want to help people 
to learn to rely on God’s strength just 
like I did,” I thought. Then on August 
28, 2000,1 relapsed. All of a sudden, it 
hit me. “I am on my own, my family 
and friends are two and a half hours 
away from me!” I became very upset. 
And so, I went back to my old coping 
method. I was only doing it a couple of 
times a week, so I was in control this 
time, right? I thought to myself, “well,
I am just preventing myself from gain­
ing the ‘freshman fifteen’.” I was eat­
ing right just sometimes the guilt was 
too much. I decided I wanted to go on a 
mission’s trip. I was accepted to go on 
an international trip the following May.
It was suggested that I start counseling 
again to help me make it through the 
school year so that I would be ready for 
my trip come time. I started counseling, 
seeing a counselor and a dietician, we
had a whole team of the two coun­
selors, a dietician, my Resident 
Director, and my Residents Assistant. I 
greatly appreciated the help that was 
offered to me, and I did get a lot out of 
the dietetic counseling, and now my 
RA is one of my best friends, so there 
definitely were a lot of benefits. 
However, 1 came to the realization that 
I was not ready to talk about some of 
•my under-lying issues. I had control. I 
didn’t need to talk about the past that 
had so greatly hurt me! And so, I put on 
a happy face and pretended everything 
was spiffy. I think, though I am not 
sure, that I had them convinced I was 
happy and cured. And maybe I was. 
recovered, for a short time. And so I 
finished my freshman year of college.
I went on my mission’s trip, 
and it was definitely a wonderful expe­
rience. I grew in many ways in my spir­
itual walk. I also started seeing, howev­
er, how things were not always as per­
fect as they seemed. I realized this, 
after my trip, when I came home and 
got a first-hand experience on how 
legalistic we sometimes are as 
Christians. I began questioning God. 
Wondering what it'was that I really 
believed. I began wondering why I 
couldn’t let God have control of my sit­
uation, or why, for that matter, would­
n’t God just take control of the situa­
tion? I definitely still believed in God, 
and I still maintain a relationship with 
God. But I think that this spiritual 
awakening has helped me to see that it 
is ok for Christians to have their strug­
gles. We are human we will never be 
perfect! I believe that spiritual awaken­
ing experiences, where we dig deeper 
to find out what we believe and why, 
are perfectly normal, and perfectly 
healthy.
To this day, I am still strug­
gling with bulimia. A very important 
realization that I have come to, howev­
er, is that I do not, nor did I ever, have 
control. I often wonder why it is that I 
have and am going through this. I 
believe I find these answers in 2 
Corinthians 1:3-7,
“Blessed be the God and Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father 
of mercies and God of all comfort, 
who comforts us in all our tribula­
tion, that we may be able to com­
fort those who are in any trouble, 
with the comfort with which we 
ourselves are comforted by God. 
For as the sufferings of Christ 
abound in us, so our consolation 
also abounds through Christ. Now 
if we are afflicted, it is for your 
consolation and salvation, which is 
effective for enduring the same 
sufferings which we also suffer. Or 
if we are comforted, it is for your 
consolation and salvation. And our 
hope for you is steadfast, because 
we know that as partakers of the 
sufferings, so also you will partake 
of the consolation.”
I do not know why I 
will not let myself rely on God’s 
strength at this point and time. 
However, I do know that I am a 
fighter, and I will survive, God is 
6n my side, He will get me through 
it. And I know that God is waiting 
for me to give it over to Him. I do 
not know that I will ever be 100
percent recovered, but I do know 
that one day I will be able to use 
my experiences as a minister to 
those who are dealing with these 
same issues.
Through this experience I 
have also learned how important it is to 
communicate with others. When you 
are struggling with something like this 
you have no idea how much this affects 
the people who love you. “I don’t love 
myself, so how can they?” or “I don’t 
care so why should they?” are very re­
occurring thoughts. It is important to 
realize that people care about you, and 
want to help you. I have a wonderful 
best friend here who is very supportive. 
You cannot fight alone, let others, who 
God has placed in your life, be there for 
you! Don’t push them away. Be honest 
with those who care about you!
A very important lesson that I 
have learned through this experience is 
that it is ok for Christians to be 
depressed, or struggle with situations. 
Before, I used to beat myself up if I 
slipped one time. Now I have come to 
the realization, and a very supportive 
person always tells me this, that it is so 
important to take it one day at a time! If 
you are struggling with something, you 
will not be cured over night, but do not 
give up! It can be a very long battle, but 
God is on your side!
For more information on eat­
ing disorders, visit the Something 
Fishy Website on Eating Disorders at: 
www.somethinpfishv.org
Note: this article is a true story about 
the author’s own personal struggle. 
Some of the statements that she 
makes, are her opinions, so if you 
don’t agree with any of the state­
ments she makes, then she apolo­
gizes, they are just opinions not facts 
so please don’t rip this article apart.
Editors Note:
Iflyou would 
like to share a 
story such as the
any other type 
of experience, 
please send 
them to Jamie 
Long, Features 
Editor via e m l  
ilong@olivet.edu
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Law and Order in the real world: not just a TV show
By Courtney Brown 
Opinions Editor
I got my first speeding ticket 
this summer. I want you to know that 
I’m telling you this because I feel that 
I have somehow forged a special sort 
of bond with each of you, that I can 
bare my soul to you about the sorts of 
things that touch me most deeply. I 
sense that I have a unique kind of kin­
ship with you all 40 billion of you. 
(That number may be slightly exag­
gerated.)
And, let me tell you, that 
ticket touched me deeply mostly in 
the wallet.
I feel compelled to explain to 
you first th a t. it wasn’t my fault. 
Granted, it is possible that I may have 
been speeding, but it still wasn’t my 
fault. Let me list briefly the circum­
stances in my favor.
First, I was driving on a very 
straight stretch of road that simply 
begs to be flown over between no­
where and the mall where the speed 
limit is 55, but is viewed by the gen­
eral public as more of a reference 
point than a hard and fast rule. And 
this is common knowledge even the 
cops fudge it a little.
Second, I am an incredibly 
excellent driver. I’ll grant that this is 
a little hard to prove on paper, but I 
trust you’ll take my word for it when 
I tell you that I was between those 
lines the whole time it’s easier than 
coloring. (And you can just forget 
about all those woman driver jokes 
that are forming in your little minds 
right now. They’re not funny.) Take, 
in evidence of my driving skills, the 
fact that I had never even been 
stopped before that and that’s got to 
be good for something.
That leads me to my third
point in which I will cite the well- 
known Law of Getting Pulled Over 
Averages. This law clearly states that 
it is somewhere between highly 
unlikely and impossible that the first 
pulling over that a person receives 
will result in a ticket.
And fourth, I was going with 
the flow of traffic. There may not 
have been a lot of traffic, but we were 
together with the speed thing.
So I found myself asking... 
myself, Why myself? Then I remem­
bered who I was, remembered the 
singular brand of luck that I myself 
possess, have always possessed, will 
probably possess for all eternity, and 
quit wondering.
And do you know what else? 
He was smirking as he wrote that 
ticket what unparalleled cruelty. I 
was probably the one to meet his 
quota for the day. And that hurts. He 
said I was going 70. Maybe I was, 
maybe I wasn’t. For the sake of argu­
ment, for the sake of my relationship 
with my parents, lets say I wasn’t. At 
any rate, it’s no reason to smirk.
At that moment, my Chris­
tianity was truly tested. What I real­
ly wanted was to give him a good 
swift kick in the pants. Being the 
extremely pious and unusually intel­
ligent girl that I am, though, I quick­
ly realized that assault and battery 
would probably not be the best course 
of action for me to take, so instead I 
waited until he had written the ticket 
and gone and I cried. Yes, you can all 
laugh now. I was determined, 
though, not to try to weasel out of the 
ticket with tears, to use my feminine 
wiles on him. I was determined to 
take it like a man so to speak.
To be quite honest, though, 
I’m a bit of a perfectionist with cer­
tain things (I can hear those of you
who know me well laughing at my 
understatement) my police record is 
one of those things and the mere 
state of being a “ticketed person” 
upset me to no end. I was also antic­
ipating the look my mother would 
probably give me when I got home. 
She djid. I cried again. It’s not some­
thing jl’m proud of.
(For the record, I’m not real­
ly what one would consider the cry­
ing type. I truly hate doing it crying 
just makes me feel lousy, damp, red 
and wimpy. For some people, this is 
a cathartic experience. I avoid it at 
virtually any cost when at all possi­
ble. j Unfortunately, sometimes it’s 
not possible.)
| It was around this time that I 
found myself wishing that the world 
werej policed by ONU security. 
(DonIt laugh.)
ONU security gets a bad rap. 
Okay | so not all of them are exactly 
the spring chickens they once profess 
to have been and they may or may not 
be able to run a three minute mile (or 
a six ;minute mile, or a nine minute 
mile..[), but they are, I ’m afraid, too 
often (he brunt of some joke.
; The truth is, though, that 
they care. I know that I can always 
count on a kind word and a smile 
from an ONU security man when I 
pass one of them on campus and 
they’ve never once tried to run me 
over when I’m walking through the 
parking lot something I cannot say 
holds true for everyone here.
Earlier this semester I was 
really' sick for a while, and after I 
went to see the nurse, a kindly securi­
ty guy picked me up and, just so I 
wouldn’t have to walk all that way, 
took me back to University Place 
more commonly referred to as 
Levasseur.
(I’d like to state right now 
for the record that I will ever refer to 
those apartments as the Levasseur 
apartments. I do not live on a 
Monopoly board somewhere between 
Park Place and Boardwalk. When I 
start getting paid $200 for passing 
GO, then I’ll start calling it Universi­
ty Place. But that is another subject
entirely.)
And then there was the time 
when there was a strange and very 
yucky man doing unmentionable 
things outside my roommate’s win­
dow ONU security was a veritable 
paragon of alacrity and professional­
ism. I was glad they came.
So maybe they get a little 
ticket-happy sometimes, but we all 
do, after all, know the mles and we’re 
allowed to appeal those tickets that 
we don’t agree with and if that’s the 
biggest complaint that we have 
against our ONU security dudes, I 
think we’re doing alright. And it’s 
comforting to know that they’ll never 
give me an $85 ticket for possibly 
speeding through the parking lot.
If they do, by some strange 
coincidence, start policing the world 
anytime soon, though, I’d have to 
suggest that the doughnuts be laid 
aside for a while. (Just a little ONU 
security humor there.)
Do you have a bad 
attitude? Do all o f your 
friends get tired o f hear­
ing you complain? Well 
the GlimmerGlass wants 
to know about it. Send 
in all of your bad atti­
tude complaints to me 
(Courtney Brown) just 
like this:
Courtney Brown - Opin­
ions
GlimmerGlass 
ONU Box 6024
Thank you for your 
support.Sleep deprived Americans 
have a 70% higher death rate.
A lack of sleep can cause marital strife, 
poor job performance, and more.
California Department of Health statistics 
show that people who get 
less than the recommended amount 
of sleep have a 70% higher death rate.*
Highways are a particularly dangerous place. Sleep problems
put drivers at risk for rmavsleeps. Uncontrollable waves of fatigue 
where you nod off at the wheel. Each year drowsy drivers cause 
at least 100,000 crashes, killing more than 1,500 people and 
injuring another 71,000.**
Sleep help is available. New treatments are helping millions 
of Americans get the restorative sleep their bodies crave. Now 
they're rested, happier and more productive, too. Burning the 
candle at both ends is not only dangerous ... it's unnecessary.
wamsam
70% higher mortality In a 9 year follow-up period for people getting 6 hours of sleep or less per night. 
Wingarri, D.L., Berkm3n, L.F., Mortality risk associated with sleeping pattern, Sleep, 1983; 6(2): 102-7.
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Esther Branson retires after nine 
years of service
By Amy Lee
Spiritual Life writer
After almost seven years of 
service at Olivet, Esther Branson is 
leaving her position as Secretary to 
the Chaplain. Esther and her hus­
band, Dr. Robert Branson, professor 
and head of the Religion Department, 
first moved to the area in 1992. 
Esther was first employed by Olivet 
in the Office of Graduate and Adult 
Studies. Two years later, Bill Bray 
came to Olivet as its first full-time 
Chaplain. When it became obvious 
that he needed a secretary, Esther 
filled the position.
Esther recalls the beginning of her 
work there with a sense of nostalgia. 
“We started (the office) from the 
ground up,” she said. “Bill and I 
bought office supplies, furniture, you 
name it.” As time progressed, 
Esther’s tasks grew to far more than 
just facilitating the office. Her job 
includes a myriad of activities, any­
where from working with the MAC 
pre-marital program, and, to some 
extent, working with small groups 
ministry. She has become extensively 
involved with the students. in 
Spiritual Life, and has assisted them 
in any way possible, whether it be 
making copies or reserving rooms for 
meetings.
Esther has also been involved in 
some projects very beneficial to the 
student body. For example, two years 
ago she and the Chaplain realized that 
new overhead screens were needed 
for chapels in Chalfant. Together, 
they worked to replace the old one, 
which was inconveniently located 
above the middle of the stage, with 
the two side screens that are present 
today. Needless to
say, all of this keeps Esther constant­
ly busy, but it is apparent that she 
enjoys her job. As bookkeeper of the 
funds for students going on mission 
trips, Esther’s biggest blessing was to 
see “the way students react to God’s 
faithfulness.” She felt honored to be 
the person to tell students that their 
much-needed money had come in, or 
that their financial need had been 
completely met.
Although there are many things that 
Esther will miss about Olivet, what 
she will miss first and foremost are 
the students. “I will miss the students 
who have gotten to know me and who 
have taken the time to stop by and 
share a little bit of themselves with 
me,” Esther comments. “And I’ll 
miss my Bills, of course,” she adds 
with a smile.
Esther Branson accepts the applause of thanks from 
and students during chapel.
(Aurora photo)
staff
Esther’s last day at the office was 
October 4. Her immediate plans are 
to spend more time with her children 
and grandchildren. In January of 
2002, Esther and her husband are 
going to Africa Nazarene University 
in Kenya, where Dr. Branson will be 
a professor in the Religion 
Department. Although this is her first 
trip to Africa, Esther is eager to begin 
what she calls a “great adventure.” 
“I’m not going there to sit around,” 
she says with resolve. She will prob­
ably work in the library at the 
University, but is willing to go wher­
ever she is needed.
Beth Olney, children’s pastor at 
College Church and wife of Dr. 
Olney, professor and chair of Social 
Sciences, will fill Esther’s position. 
And although Esther’s job is in good 
hands, Esther herself is irreplaceable. 
Her joy, humor, and willingness to be 
a servant of God are something that 
will not soon be forgotten.
I think I cant, but I know He can
By Jeremy Brewer
Spiritual Lifewriter
Midterms are approaching. 
My classes this year twice are as hard 
as they were last year. I have fifteen 
commitments and obligations that I 
have to meet before I can do anything 
I want to do. Then, because of the 
stress, I have to make time for 
myself, only to find that in taking that 
time, I’ve created more stress. This 
school year has been a horrendous 
fight that has left me tired, weary, and 
broken. I even heard myself saying, 
“I want to quit.” Never in my life 
have I felt so overwhelmed.
And yet in the midst of all 
my struggles and hardship I found the 
time to buy and eventually listen to 
the new Reliant K album. (Let me 
just interject here that it’s incredible.) 
' As I was listeneing to it, a particulaar 
song caught my attention, “For the 
moments I feel faint.” The second 
verse and chorus strike me the most.
“7 throw up my hands. Oh 
the impossiblities. Frusterated and 
tired, where do I  go from here? Now 
I ’m searching fo r  the confidence I ’ve 
lost so willingly. Overcoming these 
obstacles is overcoming my fears. I  
think I  can’t. I  think I  can’t, but I  think
You can, I  think You can. Gather my 
insufficiencies and place them in your 
hands. Never underestimate my 
Jesus. You’re telling me there’s no 
hope. I ’m telling you you’re wrong. 
Never underestimate my Jesus. When 
the world around you crumbles, He 
will be strong. He will be strong.” 
(Song lyrics from: Reliant K: The 
Anatomy o f Tongue in Cheek, 2001 
Gotee Records, Inc.)
As I listened to the words of 
this song, the Holy Spirit began to re­
ally speak to me. The things that I am 
doing now, I do not have to do on my 
own. I was called to college, to pre­
pare for the ministry. The Lord would 
not call me to something He would 
not give me the strength to do. And 
what is more than this, it is not my 
strenght that will do it, but it is the 
strengh of the Lord. I’ve grown so 
tired over the last few weeks, with 
overwhelming classes and the over­
whelming standards I have placed on 
myself. Still, in the midst of this, 
there is a loving and all powerful, all 
knowing God who is calling out to 
the depths of my heard, “Be still and
know that I am God.”
j He is God! He knows all, 
can do all, is in all and is above all. 
Nothing is too big for God. Nothing 
is too little for Him either. He cares 
jsut as much about my feeling tired 
and preissured as He does the world 
events. His love is that amazing. My 
fault lies in that, not once in the midst 
of all my struggles , in the torrentila 
downpcjurs of the tests, projects, du­
ties and obligations, have I once gone 
to the Lord and simply siad, “Here 
they are Lord, these are my worries, 
my problems, my struggles, and my 
stresses] I’m sick of them. I can’t 
carry them anymore. I give them to 
You.” That’s all I have to do. Does 
that meian I have to quit working 
hard? No. Does it mean my problems 
and stresses will disappear? No. Then 
what does it mean? It means that the 
Lord, in His perfect love and 
strength, will give me the strength I 
need to press on, to survive, even to 
grow through all of this. Growing 
comes with pain. Plants only grow 
from sun and rain. True dependence 
on God comes only through broken­
ness.
I no longer have to carry my 
worries and anxieties. I serve a God 
who is in complete control of my life 
now and in the future. A “C” or an 
“A” on a test or even a report card 
will not eternally affect God’s plan 
for my life. I’m called to give my best 
and to love and serve the Lord with 
all that I have. Everything is com­
pletely in his control. So why should 
I worry? I shouldn’t. Why should I be 
afraid? I shouldn’t. Fear is a result of 
taking control away from God. We 
can’t do it on our own. We are inca­
pable. God has amazing things in 
store for each and every one of us, 
blessing and goals beyond our com­
prehension, and even further beyond 
our own abilities. But God also has 
His perfect strength, waiting to be 
administered to us the minute we 
admit our weakness. I’ve grown tired 
and weary of fighting on my own. I 
have found strengh in paying every­
thing, my life and all that comes with 
it, in the loving hands of an all-pow­
erful God who knows me by name. I 
think I can’t, but I know He can.
Prominent protestant theologian speaks in chapel
By Eric Stuepfert 
Spiritual Life writer
Olivet Nazarene University 
has recently had somewhat of a 
celebrity visit its campus recently. 
They weren’t an up and coming 
movie star, a sports hero' or anyone 
else you might see getting out of a 
limo at the Emmys. The guest of 
honor just happened to be the most 
prominent Protestant theologian in 
the world. His name is Jurgen 
Moltmann. Dr.
Moltmann is a professor emeritus 
from Tubingen University in 
Germany where he has taught for 
many years. Before coming to 
Olivet, Jurgen spoke at Nazarene 
Theological Seminary about univer- 
salism as well as many other subjects.
A t
Olivet he spoke of his personal histo­
ry as well as his theological views
and beliefs in front of students, fac­
ulty, and staff, as well as many other 
visitors from around the community. 
As the leading Protestant theologian 
in the world, one would never have 
thought that he would have influ­
enced Christianity the way he has 
when one looks at his upbringing.
Bom in Hamburg, Germany, 
Moltmann was not brought up in the 
church. His influence was mainly 
philosophers such as Goethe and 
Nietzsche. At the age of 17 he 
fought for the Nazi party in World 
War II, but after six months of fight­
ing, he surrendered and was taken 
from POW camp to POW camp. 
While he was there an American 
chaplain gave the New Testament 
with the Psalms. It was there, in a 
Belgium POW camp where 
Moltmann found Christ and his world 
was radically changed. He immedi­
ately began studying theology and
the works of such theologians as Karl 
Barth and Bonhoeffer who greatly 
influenced his thinking and beliefs. 
Moltmann’s theology is very relevant 
in today’s world because he writes 
and speaks about events that are trou­
bling the world at this time. Dr. 
Moltmann’s message is that of hope. 
The death and resurrection of Christ 
are the underlying foundation for this 
hope for the. world. He points out in 
his book, Experiences o f God that to 
hope is a command. Hope is part of 
everyone, because everyone has 
hoped for something in life. With 
the recent tragedies and losses in the 
United States as well as around the 
world, hope is the only thing to grab 
onto. Hope that violence will be 
stopped, hope that the hungry will be 
fed, hope that peace will prevail and 
most importantly, that Christ will 
heal and sanctify this world which He 
created. Everything comes back to
Moltmann speaks to students 
during afternoon sessions. 
(GlimmerGlass photo by Dee 
Dee Brewer)
the cross of Christ for Moltmann, as 
it should. After speaking at lectures 
as well as having lunch with some 
faculty and students, Dr. Moltmann 
went back to Germany to continue to 
minister to his countrymen.
It was truly
a blessing for the whole Olivet com­
munity to hear him speak and remind 
us that hope alone comes through and 
in Jesus Christ.
Following Christ the message of fall revival
By Ryan Cummings 
Spiritual Life writer
Take up your cross and fol­
low Christ. That would be the main 
message brought to us this fall revival 
by Dr. Steve Green. This year’s fall 
revival services began September 23 
at College Church of the Nazarene. 
In
the three days following, it was held 
during chapel and evenings at Col­
lege Church.
Green read from Genesis and 
spoke to the congregation and
By Brandon Johnson 
Spiritual Life writer
students about Abraham. He told of 
how Abraham was commanded by 
God to leave his house, family, and 
everything he owned behind; and 
that’s exactly what Abraham did. 
Green’s main point for the congrega­
tion was that just as Abraham obeyed 
God’s word, so should we. We need 
to be open to God’s voice as well as 
ready and willing to go in the direc­
tion that he calls us. Green reiterated 
this theme throughout the chapel ser­
vices and the nightly sermons. To 
some, Green’s message did not sink
in. However, to others, the messages 
were powerful and complete.
No revival, however, is com­
plete without praising God in song. 
Brian Parker, Director of Admissions, 
at Olivet, was in charge of the music 
schedule for this revival. Joining Tes­
tament on Sunday night as special 
music was, Orpheus Choir on Mon­
day night, Chrysalis Women’s Choir 
on Tuesday night and the ONU Con­
cert Band on Wednesday night.
Apart from being a pastor, 
Dr. Green is also an adjunct professor 
at Nazarene Theological Seminary in
Kansas City, Missouri and also W.N. 
King Professor of Biblical & Theo­
logical Studies at Southern Nazarene 
University in Bethany, Oklahoma. 
Green is also very involved with his 
family, including his wife Elaine and 
his two children Stephanie, 17, and 
Michael, 13.
Revival ended the evening of 
September 26th at College Church. 
Green’s words touched many, and 
will be blessed if and when he returns 
to Olivet.
From Psalms to life
Psalm 61:1-4,8
Hear my cry, O God; listen to my 
prayer.
From the end of the earth I call to 
you, when my heart is faint. Lead 
me to the rock that is higher than I;
for you are my refuge, a strong 
tower against the enemy.
Let me abide in your tent forever, 
find refuge under the shelter of 
your wings.
So I will always sing praises to 
your name, as I pay my vows day 
after day.
I simply just sat there and 
cried. I felt so lost and broken. I was 
lost in waves of despair. I was over­
whelmed by hosts of wounded voices 
attempting to remind me, “You just 
can’t do this college thing.” Things 
were building up. The pressures of 
school, work, friendships and rela­
tionships were creating a weight of 
stress that I could feel weighing down 
on me no matter what I tried to do to
relax. The pressures, like a pack of 
wolves, were nipping at my heels 
regardless of where I ran. I sat there 
broken, wounded and tired. Very, 
very, tired. Not just tired physically, 
(though I’m sure it didn’t help) but 
• mostly I was just tired emotionally. 
All the skeletons were out of the 
closet, all the pressures were co m ing 
to bear, and I was simply tired of 
fighting them. There at my desk I 
could only cry out, weakly and bro­
kenly to my father. “Lord please just 
hear me, and let me know that you 
do.”
Now I am not foolish 
enough to believe that this is an event 
that I have experienced alone. We all 
have those moments. For some of us 
it is almost a nightly experience, 
while others only go through this rit­
ual right before every exam or final. 
However, we all experience it. It 
comes with college life, like your 
yearbook and your mailbox. We hit 
these moments where we just feel so 
very far away from everyone, espe­
cially God. Here, in the middle of the 
semester, is when these moments 
have become, for many, far more 
common, the moments when all we 
can do is start by humbly crying out, 
with a broken and weathered voice. 
Though it may seem we are so very 
alone, God is, as Pastor Boone stated
on Sunday morning, ahead of us in 
our future beckoning us forward.
As I read Psalm 61 ,1 saw the 
heart of a man who was struggling 
himself, and who, in his times of 
struggle, also felt so very far from 
God. He uses descriptive images to 
express this such as: “from the end of 
the earth” and “the rock that is higher 
than I.” You hear a man crying out 
with a deep and inner despair. Yet this 
psalmist moves through this into a 
remarkable and necessary pattern, 
which brings him out with a hope.
First, the psalm’s writer is 
expressing his despair. Then, he 
begins to remember the past; he sees 
the times when the Lord has been 
present in a very real and astounding 
way, when the Lord has been the only 
thing between him and absolute fail­
ure. He starts to reminisce about the 
times when the Lord has truly been 
his last and only shelter. He sees once 
again the unfaltering nature of his 
God. Suddenly he begins to change 
his tone, as if  this reminder has 
brought him back once again to 
knowing how to pray. He is not look­
ing for God in a far off place, not 
wondering where he could be, for, in 
his look at the path he has walked, the 
Lords unfailing Faithfulness has been 
made evident. He sees God, not hid­
den somewhere far off, but every­
where around him. He speaks of stay­
ing in the Lord’s presence. He prays 
for God to continue blessing him with 
the refuge in the shadow of his wings.
So what relevance does this 
have for us? Has God been truly real 
in your life? I would venture to say 
that just about all of us could find 
more than one time that he has been 
unfailing. As a matter of fact, I would 
venture so far as to say that if  we 
truly looked we would find even 
more than we realize. We would see 
his unfailing hand constantly present 
in our lives. When we realize what it 
is we are looking for, we would see 
that even in these dark times of frus­
tration we go through from time to 
time, we are still right in his midst. 
We would see that though the pres­
sures may not disappear, we are 
walking in the presence of an 
almighty God who has never, and 
will never, fail us. We are walking 
with a God who makes hopelessness 
into hope, and despair into a momen­
tum to move us further into God’s 
future. The last verse shows that what 
we must do, then, is keep on praising 
and doing all that he has commanded 
of us; because we can know that we 
are walking into His future, and He 
will not fail us there.
&  E ntertainment
New fall play CMS: YoUT link
is “Abe Lin­
coln in Illi- to local Christian
nois
By Erin Laning 
Arts and Entertainment writer
The terrorist attacks of Sep­
tember 11 changed our lives forever. 
Tragedy was no longer conveyed only 
on the big screen; it was in our own 
backyard. We had seen enough sorrow 
in real life and did not need any addi­
tional drama, even if it was fiction. The 
effects of these terrorist attacks are 
what prompted Professor Wells to 
change the fall play from “The 
Diviners” to “Abe Lincoln in Illinois. ¡1 
Because “The Diviners” ended on an 
unhappy note, Professor Wells decided 
it would be wise to select a new play. 
“Abe Lincoln in Illinois” is a patriotic 
play that is filled with hope - exactly 
what we need during these challenging 
times.
“Abe Lincoln in Illinois” is a 
historical play written by Robert E. 
Sherwood in 1938. It covers the devel­
opment of Abe Lincoln’s character, 
from his life as a young man in New 
Salem, Illinois, to his life as the coun­
try’s newly-elected sixteenth president. 
Abe Lincoln in Illinois won the Pulitzer 
Prize in 1939, had a brief stint on 
Broadway, and was turned into a 
movie. •
Professor Wells chose “Abe 
Lincoln in Illinois” because it is a 
hopeful play that focuses on the devel­
opment of freedom and our inalienable 
rights. He is particularly excited about 
the improved look of the set this year. 
A professional set and lighting design­
er will be working to make this one of 
the best looking plays at Olivet.
Although the fall play has 
changed, the performance dates have 
not. Abe Lincoln in Illinois will be pre­
sented Thursday, November 15 through 
Saturday, November 17,2001. Be sure 
to catch one of the performances of this 
encouraging play.
m usic
By Anthony Sykes 
Arts and Entertainment writer
“It’s a great organization that 
allows students to come out to the 
Warming House, have a good time and 
listen to some good bands,” said Matt 
Jones.
But what is he talking about?
Matt is a member of the Chris­
tian Music Society (CMS). CMS is a 
student run organization located on the 
ONU campus that offers a place for stu­
dents to come together and discuss or 
receive information on bands, concerts 
and other Christian music news from 
around the Chicagoland area.
Matt’s not only one of the 
many council members in the organiza­
tion, he’s in charge of booking bands as 
well.
“Booking a band, promoting a concert, 
and having people enjoy it gives us a 
sense of accomplishment,” Matt said 
with a smile.
Though Matt plays a major 
role in the organization, there are sev­
eral other people who have significant 
contributions as well. President of 
CMS is Tim Deffogi, who just recently 
entered his first year at the position. 
However, Tim hasn’t forgotten the goal 
of CMS. “The purpose of CMS is to 
minister to others by way of Christian 
Music,” said Tim.
Last year’s President, Ian 
Soper, also has made his presence felt 
in the organization. The CMS website,' 
which can be found at - 
www.web.olivet.edu/cms, was
designed by Ian. “I designed the web­
site for CMS last year as sort of a tem­
porary website,” said Ian, “and this 
year, the website was designed with 
more thought and effort making a 
world of difference from last year.”
With the help of Tim, Ian has
created a website that offers a wealth of 
information about the music scene. 
People who visit the website can learn 
about concerts, news, or even get in­
volved by posting massages or partici­
pating in polls. New to the website is a 
forum which according to Tim “allows 
people to talk about music, upcoming 
concerts and talk about everyday hap­
penings.” In a way, the website serves 
as a medium through which people can 
communicate and learn things (mainly 
about music) that they may not have 
known before.
Jeremy Dale, a senior Com­
munications major, says he often 
checks the website. “I like to check out 
concert dates and find out other special 
events and peruse the message board,’!  
said Jeremy.
Future concerts are planned 
for both November and December; 
however, the final details are yet to be 
ironed out. Also, CMS is hoping to pro­
vide the Olivet community with a con­
cert every month next year. All infor­
mation concerning concerts can be 
found on the organization’s website, 
which members are hoping will expand 
and become the predominant music 
authority on campus.
Many people on the Olivet 
campus share a common love for 
music. It’s this love for music that has 
brought the Christian Music Society 
together. Perhaps the purpose of CMS 
is best stated in the words of its web 
designer, Ian Soper. “My entire teenage 
years were spent hanging out at a 
Christian concert venue where I saw 
lots of shows,” said Ian. “This place 
was instrumental in my spiritual and ar­
tistic development as a teenager, and I 
hope that CMS will be as helpful to 
people at Olivet.”
L M 5  s n a p s h o t s
Wondering what a CMS event is like? Although there 
has not been a concert this year, last April’s “Battle oH he 
Bands” in the Warming House proved to be a great success for 
the Christian Music Society. Watch for similar events coming up 
this winter on the CMS website, web.olivet.edu/cms.
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■ O ctober/  
N ovember 
Calendar o f 
Arts and  En­
tertainment 
Events at 
ONU
October
October 19th, 11:00 PM 
Cosmic Bowling
October 19th and 20th,
7:00 PM and 9:00 PM 
Orpheus Variety Show 
fat Kresge Auditorium
October 23rd, 7:30 PM 
Orchestra Concert' 
in Kresge Auditorium
October 25th, 7:30 PM j  
Messiah Auditions 
in Kresge Auditorium
October 26th, 7:30 PM 
Jazz Band Performance 
and Costume Party
October 26th and 27th, 7:00 PM, 
8:00 PM, and 9:00 PM 
Planetarium Shows: Haunted 
Planetarium
October 27th, 9:00 AM 
Scholarship Auditions 
in Kresge Auditorium
October 27th, 8:00 PM 
Fail Fest at Rosenboom Farm
November
November 3rd, 4:00 PM 
, Music Department Concert 
in Kresge Auditorium
November 6th, 7:30 PM 
Student Recital 
in Kresge Auditorium
November 13th, 7:30 PM 
Choral Chamber Concert 
at Kankakee First Presbyterian 
Church
November 15th, 16th, and 17th, 7:00 
PM
Fall Play:
“Abe Lincoln in Illinois”
November 26th and 27th, 6:00 PM 
to 10:00 PM 
Musical Auditions 
in Kresge Auditorium
November 29th, 7:30 PM 
Senior Recital > Christina Hurst 
in Kresge Auditorium
New faces, new sounds: 
Chapel Band - i 
W hat’s it all about?
Shine
'  r. J *'89.7
seeks
“fresher
sound”
By Ryan Cummings
Arts and Entertainment writer
If you have been listening to 
the radio recently, you might have no­
ticed a few changes that have taken 
place on Shine 89.7. “We don’t always 
play artists that have been targeted for 
us anymore, but we would rather play 
artists that people really want to hear,” 
says Assistant Program Director Will 
Jackson. In order for peopie to know 
and understand their music better, 
Shine plays artists whose albums are 
currently selling in stores. Jackson also 
said that the radio station has shifted its 
focus from adult contemporary classics 
and traditional favorites to a “fresher 
sound.” T h e s e
changes were all a part of a bigger 
change that occurred in May. Bill 
Dewees, former WONU station manag­
er, decided to come back after a year 
off and tackle the position of station 
manager once more. Will Jackson 
(’00) was then hired as Assistant 
Program Director and plans were also 
in place to hire Justin Knight (’97) as 
Promotions and Marketing Director. 
They both officially started July first of 
this year. Maria Bar (’94) was recently 
hired full-time as Shine’s Development 
Director as well as continued involve­
ment in the morning news. Mark 
Bishop (’91) who was hired as the 
meteorologist, is also the new televi­
sion professor for ONU. Finally Sarah 
Lenfield (’01) took the place of Luann 
Wooten as secretary of the station.
Though the format has 
changed, the message is still the same. 
WONU still continues to broadcast 
throughout the Chicago region and oth­
er parts of the listening area. So far, lis­
teners are enjoying the new format, 
however, time will be the ultimate indi­
cation of the station’s success.
O l iv e t  N a z a r e n e  U n iv e r s i- ' 
t y ’s D e p a r t m e n t s  o f  
D r a m a  a n d  M u s ic  a n n o u n c e  
t h e  2001-2002 S p r in g  
M u s ic a l
Meredith Willson’s
The Music Man
will performed on February 21, 22, 
23, and 28 & March 1 and 2
Auditions will be held November 
26th and 27th at 6:00 PM in 
Kresge
For more information, 
call 5288 or 5110
By Samantha Vales
Arts and Entertainment writer
For this issue of the
GlimmerGlass, I decided to write an ar­
ticle about Olivet’s newest musical col­
lage of sounds, Chapel Band. I wanted 
to first learn about the band from its 
leader. Then, I tracked down its other 
members to gain some more insight. 
Here’s what they had to say:
Jessica Dicker, leader and guitar:
Last year was my first year at 
Olivet. I had transferred from St. Pe­
tersburg College in the Clearwater, 
Florida area. I knew nobody, so I decid­
ed to get involved in as many things as 
possible. I had led worship for a large 
college coffeeshop ministry as well as 
churches and camps back home. When 
I saw auditions posted for chapel band, 
I knew that it was something I’d like to 
be involved in. I have a passion for 
praise and worship — I love it, it is one 
of my favorite things in the whole 
world. I auditioned, was chosen, and 
began playing with the band led by 
Justin Nixon.
As the year was coming to an 
end, Justin confided in us that he was 
considering moving to California. If 
that were to happen, he and the chap­
lain’s office would be working on 
choosing a replacement for him. At one 
point, Justin mentioned to me the pos­
sibility of taking over musical leader­
ship, but not much more was said about 
i t
At the beginning of this year, 
when Chaplain Bill Bray asked me if I 
would consider taking over leadership 
of the band, I was surprised and a little 
nervous about the responsibility, but I 
agreed to pray about it. The Lord made 
it clear to me that this was something 
He wanted me to do, so I accepted. The 
audition process and initial rehearsals 
were exhausting, but I was, and contin­
ue to be, excited about the direction the 
band is heading in.
Chapel band is about is wor­
ship, plain and simple. For Christians, 
worship is the act of prostrating our­
selves before God and serving Him as 
Someone who is high above us. As 
Christians, we have the amazing oppor­
tunity to worship a huge and awesome 
God, and all of us in the chapel band 
feel privileged to be allowed to lead the 
student body in this. We do try to focus 
on musical excellence, but our heart 
conditions are our first priority. It is so 
important that we, as worship leaders, 
are entering into worship instead of 
merely performing.
As the year continues, our 
hopes are that chapel band will contin­
ue to bless the student body with music 
that helps them to worship. That is why 
chapel band exists and that is the pur­
pose of all our practice.
Gerald Cardiff, drums:
Chapel band has been a great 
experience for me this year, although I 
wish that we would play more often, 
because we were called to bring God’s 
music and worship in Him!
Kate Ondersma, Cello: 
I auditioned for chapel band 
as a vocalist, but became the cello play­
er instead. I don’t get to spend a lot of 
time “on stage” because more often 
than not, chapel calls for a smaller ver­
sion of our group, but I think that God 
has really used chapel band to speak to 
me. The big thing that chapel band has 
taught me is what it means to be wor­
shiping with our talents. As a vocalist, 
it is really easy for me to get distracted 
by the sound of my voice, the harmony 
part I am looking for, or one of the 
thousands of other things I have been 
taught to think about as a trained vocal­
ist, but when I play, I am in the back­
ground and I am reminded that what 
really matters is God and offering back 
what he has given me for his glory.
Artie Dittmer, Vocals: 
I love chapel band. It’s great 
to be up there in stage just leading the 
entire student body in worship because 
I love to praise and worship. My sister 
told me about it and that they would 
hold auditions. When I found out I
made it, I was excited.
Kim Meiste, Vocals:
I’ve been in chapel band since 
last year. This year will be a growing 
experience for us as we have a lot of 
new members and are trying some new 
instruments and sounds. I enjoy chapel 
band because it gives me the chance to 
lead the students in true 100% heart­
felt worship of God.
Kevin Rector, Violin:
Chapel Band has been an op­
portunity for me to not only have fun, 
but to praise God through a gift he has 
given me. Being the violinist, there are 
times I feel drowned out. Sometimes I 
wish I was singing. Yet, I let the singers 
do that. I am a violinist and I thank God 
that I can contribute what I can to this 
m i n i s t r y .
I would like to thank all of the 
members who gave me input, although 
I did not include each and every state­
ment that was provided. Other mem­
bers in Chapel Band include: Kris 
Dunlop, keyboards; Nick Carlson, Bass 
Guitar; Matt Trembly, lead guitar; Brad 
Goode, auxiliary percussion; Thess 
Debutts, vocals; Amy Messersmith, al­
ternate vocals; Brandon Osweiler, pi­
ano; Brandon Dewitt, vocals; and 
Danielle Spurgeon, alternate vocals.
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Ask Cap’n Slappy!
By Cap’n Slappy
Study Break writer
Well, after an issue hiatus (I ’ve got to 
get to the tanning bed sometime, 
right?), your friendly neighborhood 
advice columnist is back and ready to 
answer your questions! Don’t fo rget, 
you can always email me your ques­
tions at slappycaptian@hotmail.com 
or just drop your inquiries o ff at the 
GlimmerGlass office. Now, onto the 
love!
DEAR CAP’N SLAPPY,
I really enjoyed your last 
article, and thought that your advice 
was on the mark, so I decided to ask , 
you my question. You see, no matter 
how much I study for exams and 
quizzes, I always get the same low 
score. My professors have taken to 
doubting my academic integrity and I 
hear them snicker about me behind 
my back. My question is, Cap’n 
Slappy, how can I bring my grades 
up? Should I be studying differently 
or what?
Sincerely,
Failure Freddy
Dear Failure,
This is a problem, indeed! 
Since you didn’t go into specifics as 
to what you actually do to study, lean  
only hope that the answers I  give can
help you somehow.
From the sound o f your let­
ter, it seems to me that you, as many 
college students on campus, think 
that the amount o f time one studies is 
correlated to the grade one receives. 
This is only one aspect o f the process. 
Many o f my colleagues (and those 
under-paid professors, too) agree 
that the best way to do well on a test 
is to pay attention in class. Yes, it’s 
true — the best tool towards academ­
ic success is good note-taking. On the 
other hand, if  that doesn’t work, the 
occasional bribe or shifty eye will 
help you out, too!
Good luck!
DEAR OL’ CAP’N,
During my stay on campus 
as a freshman girl, I have realized a 
vast amount of students chasing our 
furry friends, the rabbits and the 
squirrels. Most of the time these 
hunters are guys, and some of them 
are pretty cute. I want to join them to 
meet these guys, but I haven’t the 
foggiest on how to chase a squirrel or 
rabbit. Can you help? •
Love,
Clueless Freshman
Dear Clueless,
First off, your name is 
humorous to me — it must be the
redundancy therein. Anyway, I  think I  
can help. Let me first say that there 
are many other ways to meet cute 
gentlemen other than partaking in 
their squirrel-chasing festivities. For 
instance, you could be their cheer- 
leader-Or, i f  that’s not your thing, you 
could try meeting them at campus 
activities, like intramural sports or 
open dorms.
Now, how to chase a squir­
rel? First, find a large stick. Carry 
the stick around until you spot your 
victim (or squirrel, whichever you 
prefer). As you begin to chase it, 
begin to aim the wooden projectile 
towards your furry-tailed target. With 
one fluid motion, lob the stick at an 
attractive male passing nearby. I f  
you’re lucky, you’ll hit the boy, and 
once his body flails to the ground, 
you’ll be able to introduce yourself 
and nurse him back to health. Have 
fun, kids!
With that, we come to the 
end o f my column this time around. In 
passing, never forget to brush regu­
larly, get out o f that dorm room, and 
lob apples at your professors between 
classes! G6d btess!
Zei Gezundt! \
The Cap’n
Have a question for about anything 
that you’d like Cap’n Slappy to 
answer? Just e-mail him at: slappy-
captain@hotmail.com. Or visit 
the advice forum at: 
http://web/cms and he’ll try to 
answer your petty letters in this 
here GlimmerGlass! Huzzah!
A letter from Cap’ll 
Slappy
Dear GlimmerGlass editor, '
Over the course of my time 
as Olivet’s official advice columnist- 
ah whole issue— I have found many 
topics to be deeply disturbing. One of 
these is the notion that I am, indeed, 
fictional. This is a blatant lie! How 
could I be imaginary—did you not see 
my picture posted next to my award­
winning column? It is a travesty of 
justice and good oF American pride 
that my very essence of being be 
challenged. Why, just because there 
is no official record of me ever 
attending this university does not 
mean I have any less being than any 
of you— hey, I’m probably more 
“real” than most of the freshman 
here! It also bothers me that my col­
umn was placed on the same page as 
that comic strip. “Thinking Hurts,” 
indeed! Oh, the inhumanity! Oh, 
well... there’s always that job flipping 
burgers at McDonald’s...
Cap’n Slappy
Official ONU Advice columnist 
slappycaptain @ hotmail.com
Study Break Contest
The first five people who 
office with the correct answer to 
questions w ill receive a fabulous 
from the Red Room!). Good 
luck!
Name this song
If you can name the song 
this verse came from and the 
group that sings it, you are 
amazing!
“There’s a feeling I get 
when I look to the west 
And my spirit is crying for 
leaving
In my thoughts I have seen 
rings of smoke through the 
trees
And the voices of those 
who stand looking”
com e to the Glim merGlass 
one o f these Study Break 
prize (even a free combo
Where is this 
on campus?
If you were looking for 
Olivet’s Darkroom.... 
where would you 
go first?
If a freshman asked you 
to help them find the 
Family & Consumer 
Science Department, 
where would you tell 
them to look?
Quotes to Remember]
“Papa, potatoes, poultry, prunes and prism  
are all very good words for the lips,...”
¡¡¡¡I Charles Dickens
“The nice thing about egotists is that they 
don’t talk about other people.”
—Lucille S. Harper
“Glory is fleeting, but obscurity is forever.”
-- Napoleon Bonaparte
“Don’t be so humble - you are not that j 
Ml* great.” !  ■  v f l  i]
. v j f ” Golda Meir
“Some cause happiness wherever they go: 
others, whenever they go.”
-- Oscar Wilde
“There is more stupidity than hydrogen in the 
universe, and it has a longer shelf life.”
-  Frank Zappa
The corpse returns •  •
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor
The story you are about to 
read is true. The names have been 
changed to protect the innocent.
From the last issue: Barb, 
Gussie and Rhoda have succesfully 
turned the basement laundry room o f 
their apartment building into a real 
crime scene, complete with the out­
line o f a corpse drawn in masking 
tape on the floor. After they finished 
admiring their handiwork, they 
decided it was time to leave and rush 
back to the safety o f  their room.
They carefully snuck out of 
the basement and into the warm 
night air. As if by mutual consent, 
the three girls began to duck and run 
around the side of then building, 
hoping to escape detection. Every­
thing was going well, until suddenly 
Gussie and Barb heard a small thud 
and a low groaning noise from the 
darkness behind them.
Rhoda? Gussie whispered. 
The only reply she received was a 
long, pitiful moan. Are you all right? 
she asked.
I’ll be ok, Rhoda groaned. I 
think I just twisted my ankle. Gussie 
and Barb turned around and rushed 
back to their friend’s side.
Can we help you back? 
Barb asked.
No, I can make it, Rhoda 
replied through gritted teeth. I can 
make it back, she repeated, as if to 
convince herself that she really 
could walk all the way back to their 
apartement.
Barb and Gussie repeatedly 
tried to help their friend along the 
way, but she was determined to 
make it by herself on that long, 
painful journey to their room. Every 
step was punctuated) by a soft moan 
of agony. Finally, thè three conspira­
tors stumbled into jtheir apartment 
and rested on the couch.
I can’t believe we actually 
did that! Gussie said softly.
Unbelievable, Barb com­
mented.
Ooowww, was all Rhoda 
could add as she began taking her 
shoe off and rubbing her poor 
swelling ankle.
Oh, let me help you, Gussie 
offered. By this time, Rhoda was 
quite ready for someone else to take 
care of her for awhile, so she accept­
ed Gussie’s offer.
Soon Rhoda was resting 
comfortably on the couch with her 
feet propped up and a small smile of 
relief on her face. Things were look­
ing better for poor Rhoda, but her 
evening of excitement was not over 
yet. In fact, for Rhoda, it had only 
just begun.
By the time Gussie and 
Barb had calmed down and stopped 
giggling about their exploits, Rhoda 
was almost asleep on the couch. 
Gussie decided to take pity on her 
long suffering friend and help her to 
bed. She gently shook Rhoda’s 
shoulder and asked, Would you like 
me to carry you to bed, Rhoda?
In her near delirium, Rhoda 
smiled and nodded lazily. Yes, that
would be so nice, she said before she 
had time to think.
Excited at the prospect of 
helping her friend, Gussie picked 
Rhoda up and carried her over to the 
bedroom. However, as Gussie 
walked through the door, she forgot 
about Rhoda and smacked the poor 
girl’s elbow into the door frame.
For a moment, Rhoda’s face 
became pale from the shock and she 
couldn’t even speak. I ’m soooo 
sorry!!! Gussie said over and over 
again as she watched her friend 
struggling not to cry. I just wanted to 
help you, that’s all, she said.
I’ll be all right, Rhoda final­
ly managed. Just lay me 
down in bed and go away.
So Gussie layed 
Rhoda down in her bed and 
left her to drift off to sleep 
in peace. It was the first 
peaceful moment poor 
Rhoda had enjoyed all 
evening, and she made 
good use of it. Before 
Gussie and Barb knew it,
Rhoda was sleeping and 
they were left to plan the 
next exciting ad­
venture of their 
lives.
Maybe we 
should make 
another corpse 
in the basement,
Gussie said.
Oh! We 
should, Barb 
replied, and we 
could even make
the corpse of a bird or a dog or 
something. What do you think of 
that? .
It’s a plan, Gussie said. I 
can’t wait to do this again...it was 
sooo delightfully fun.
Unbelievable, said Barb.
If you have ever done any­
thing remotely embarrasing of funny 
on campus (or off campus!) that you 
wouldn’t mind having everyone read 
(with the names changed), send your 
story idea to GlimmerGlass, Box 
6024. We’d love to read (and write!) 
about you.
SOLOISTS
Your headquarters for solo ac­
companiment cassettes and 
CDs. We have dozens in stock 
with new titles arriving regularly. 
795 N . Kennedy Drive 
Kankakee, IL. 60901  
815 /933-8229
EAT i.V E.
387 South Main 
Bourbonnais, IL 60914  
Across from Olivet 
(815) 933-2843
ONU students receive 10% discount on all services
Intramurals: Sports With the 
People in Your Neighborhood
By Anthony Sykes 
Sports writer
Bottom of the ninth, two out, 
bases loaded, full count, down by 
three, sounds like another one of 
those “No Fear” t-shirts, doesn’t it? 
But it might not be this time. Ever 
dream of driving in the winning run 
in the 11th inning, or of scoring the 
game winning touchdown as the final 
seconds tick off the clock or how 
about kicking the winning goal just 
past the out stretched arms of the goal 
keeper in overtime?
That’s not just the dreams of 
little kids across America, it’s the re­
ality of students here at Olivet who 
are getting the chance to perhaps live 
out these dreams. The emphasis here 
is on students, and we*re not talking 
those who participate in intercolle­
giate sports. Along with homework 
and reading assignments, the start of 
a new school year offers a bit more: 
Intramural Sports!
Intramurals offer students a 
chance to test their athletic skills in 
various organized competitions. 
There are 22 intramural sports, this 
fall semester, many of which are 
either completed or well on their way. 
Next semester, the number of offered 
sports will jump to 25. These activi­
ties range from the relaxed nature of 
card games to the mind stressing 
game of chess to the more physically 
demanding sports like the popular 
flag football and basketball; and 
about every stop inbetween as well.
Don’t think just because it’s 
Intramural it means that people are 
simply playing for fun: there is more 
at stake. Most people involved with 
Intramurals do want to have fun; 
however, they want to win as well. “I 
played because it was fun,” Senior 
Brad Schroeder said, after his softball 
season, “But every time I stepped on 
the field, I expected to win.”
Intramurals has provided a 
great way for the student body to 
come together to have fun as well as 
getting down and dirty while compet­
ing, “I think the best part is getting 
together with friends and competing 
in something that we all enjoy.” 
Lynnae Yates said who got her feet 
wet and muddy in sand volleyball.
There doesn’t seem to be a 
question about the competitive nature 
of these activities. Often times stu­
dents Q3R be seen limping to class af- , 
ter getting kicked in the leg while go­
ing a ft«  a ball or icing the bruises 
they got as they frantically tried to 
call their teammate off as they collid­
ed. But remember, it’s all in fun. 
However, there has to be something 
I that adds fuel to fire and desire to
Nathan Simpson guards the goal for the Justice League, who 
lost to “Jared Was Robbed” in the finals of coed soccer. 
(Aurora photograph by Johnathan Tran)
win. It’s probably the Championship 
T-Shirt, which was voted on by the 
student body. Only the champions in 
each sport get the honor to receive the 
shirt. It gives a sense of accomplish­
ment as well as a reason to brag.
The overall awareness of 
Olivet’s Intramural athletics may 
very well be at an all time high, 
thanks much in part to Bob Kring, 
who is entering his second year as 
Head Intramural Director. Bob took 
the place of Wendy Parsons who 
offered 15 years of leadership. He 
feels she did a tremendous job of 
establishing an Intramural program.
With the growth of the stu­
dent body, Bob is throwing his best 
pitch to make some improvements in 
the already “well oiled” Intramural 
program. Realizing that other colleg­
es and universities across the nation 
have intramural sports as well, ONU 
has joined NIRSA, the National In­
tramural Recreational Sports Associ­
ation. The idea behind this move ac­
cording to Kring is “to keep our pro­
gram sharp and possibly expand our 
club program.” The only current club 
sport is Men’s Volleyball, which 
means they play other clubs from oth­
er schools.
Also, an Intramurals website 
is currently under construction and is 
expected to help organize the sports 
and to place even more attention on 
the activities which have been en­
joyed by students for many years.
But no matter the number of 
students who step up to the plate and 
show interest in participating or 
whatever the future of intramurals 
brings, according to Kring, the objec­
tives will remain the same, “Joey 
Keefer [Assistant Intramural 
Director], our Intramural Staff [work- 
study students], and myself have at
the heart of opr work- to lead recre­
ational sports for the ONU communi­
ty in a way that is God centered, 
directed and beneficial for all.”
Bob also mentioned that he 
feels Intramurals serves a specific 
purpose on campus. “The purpose of 
Intramurals is: to give students not 
only a chance to get a break from the 
books, but to also give them an op­
portunity to Work in a group for a 
purpose and tjo meet and to get to 
know other students that you may not 
to otherwise.” i
Senior Mark Owen, who 
stepped up to! the plate in softball, 
feels the same | way, “It’s a great way 
to meet new people.”
Now that we are reaching the 
midpoint of the semester and inching 
closer to Homecoming, a different 
group of Intramural sports will be of­
fered. Look for the big class tourna­
ments in both basketball and volley­
ball to start up shortly. And remem­
ber to mark down on your calendar 
the Friday before Homecoming the 
famous Powder Puff Tournament. 
After Homecoming, there will be the 
traditional ! Holiday Classic 
Basketball Tournaments as well as 
tournaments iin Foosball, Tablef '
Tennis, Chess,j Rook, Pool, and the 
newcomer Team UNO.
Anyone interested in finding 
information . about the upcoming 
events can check the Intramural post­
er board across from the cafeteria. 
Also while dining in the cafeteria lis­
ten for announcements from Bob 
Kring (who can’t be too easy to 
ignore on his bull horn) for signups 
which will take place in Ludwig. 
And check the Tiger Talk for upcom­
ing events as well as the latest news 
in Intramural shorts.
The Skinny...
Football (2-4.1-21
at Trinity International L 42-28
at Iowa Wesleyan W 28-6
Volleyball (28-3. 6-0)
vs. Trinity international W
3-1
vs.St. Xavier 
Palm Beach Atlantic
W3*0
vs. Flagler, FIs. MH(W  3-0
vs. Embry Riddle || W 3-0
vs. N ova® ! W 3-0
vs. Palm Beach Atlantic W 3-0 
Olivet/P.J.'s Ice Cream & Coffee
Shop Invitational 
vs. Evangel W 3-0
vs. IL Springfield , ¡x W 3-0
vs. St. Ambrose . j’l ■W 3-1
vs. Taylor | W 3-0
1st place in Tournament
Soccer (M) (11-2-2.5-2-1)
vs. Jusdon(19) W 1-0 OT
at Bethel, MN W 4-1
at North Central U, MN W 4-1
vs. Cardinal Strich W 3-1
Soccer (W) <9-2t 4-1)
vs. Judson W 1-0
at Harris Stowe St. W 1-0
at U of St. Francis W 3-1
vs. Cardinal Strich W 6-3
Tennis (W) (4-3) % 
at St. Joseph ■ W 9-0
vs. Bethel Coilege | W 9-0
vs. Lewis University IL 3-6
Cross Countrv ü
28th place atUW/Parkside Annual
invite SSß^ -' f
Colf
2nd place at U of 
invite
St. Francis
Thanks to]Sports Information 
Director Marc Shaner for the
scores.
Tiger Spiral
By Rodger Doss 
Sports writer
After a third away football 
game, the Tiger’s dance to the tune of 
2-4 on the season. All the pieces did­
n’t fall into place for them in the first 
of the two away games. Not to say 
that is has all been bad: In last weeks 
game against Trinity, Terrence 
Streater had 26 carries for 174 yards 
and 1 touchdown. C.J. Banks passed 
for 294 yards and 2 touchdowns, a 
season high, and Nick Sefton, with 9 
tackles, proved that there was life on 
both sides of the ball. Although the 
effort was great on both sides of the 
ball, it was not enough to take home 
a win.
However, this past week, the 
Tigers did an old fasion schooling of 
the Iowa Wesleyan football team by 
beating them 28-6. Terrence Streater 
ran for 140 yards and a touchdown 
and Nick Sefton paddled their way­
ward offense with 11 tackles.
So what do the next few 
weeks hold for Olivet Football? The 
tigers return home this week and are 
favored over Sk Xavier. Otherwise, 
only time will tell but untill then keep 
the Tigers in your prayers.
i w m
tax
included
No limit. Includes 1 topping.
Additional toppings Extra.
No coupon necessary.
Valid 8 p.m. -12  p.m. Wednesday & Sunday Only,
Not valid with any other offer.
Valid during school session and expires at 
conclusion of school year.
CALL. US!
K A  A l  i
ONU Campus & 
Apartment Only!!
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The
Maris-Bonds
Connection
By Christopher Morrical
Sports columnist
By the time this column is 
printed, history will have been made. 
I must say, I am happy and sad at the 
same time.
As I write this, Barry Bonds 
home run total stands at sixty-nine. 
That is just one shy of Mark 
McGwire’s seventy. I am happy 
about this. America needs a good 
story after certain recent events, but 
for some reason, the media has not 
focused on Barry.
Bonds is well known as be­
ing a moody guy who never talks to 
the press. So what. Does that make 
him any worse of a hitter? I’ve never 
met him and I’ve never been in his 
locker room, but his press conference 
the other day was pretty good. Sure, 
he doesn’t have a fun loving person­
ality, but he seemed very accessible 
to me.
I am also sad. The chase of 
Roger Maris by McGwire and 
Sammy Sosa was nothing short of 
amazing: it made that summer great. 
Could there have been two better men 
to compete against each other? I still 
have a newspaper from the day after 
McGwire set a new record. The front 
page showed him and Sosa hugging. 
It was certainly a feel good moment, 
fan or not.
A movie called “61*” was 
recently released on the home run 
record. It is a film about Roger Maris 
and Mickey Mantle and their chase of 
Babe Ruth’s home run record. Not 
only is it a fantastic movie, but it 
starts with that wonderful night in St. 
Louis when the age old record fell. If 
you watch this movie, or if you know 
your baseball history, you will see 
some similarities with the Bonds sit­
uation. In New York, Babe Ruth is 
more than a legend, and if anyone 
was to remove the legend from his 
throne, it would have to be Mickey
Mantle. He was loved by everyone. 
His teammate and best friend, Roger 
Maris. Yankees fans liked Maris but 
loved Mantle. Maris was booed in 
his own park. He received death 
threats.
Eventually, Mantle was in­
jured and had to sit out the rest of the 
season. Would this help to change 
the minds of the Yankee fans? No. 
They threw chairs at him from the 
stands. Maris became very upset. He 
stopped talking to the media, and in 
response, the media made up false 
stories about him. His hair began to 
fall out and he smoked several packs 
of cigarettes a day. Some say that this 
is what caused his death. He did not 
fold under the pressure, and he did, 
on the last day of the season, break 
Ruth’s record. The Commissioner of 
Baseball decided that since Maris 
played a 162 game season, and Ruth 
did it in 154, the record books would 
read “61*”. The asterisk would ex­
plain the difference in the number of 
games.
In the early nineties, the as­
terisk was removed, but sadly, he 
had already died. He never lived to 
see his name above Babe Ruth’s in 
the record books.
Now, we who love baseball 
love Roger Maris. We now know 
what he was really like and feel bad­
ly for how he was treated. Could we 
be making this same mistake about 
Barry Bonds? I think so. And so 
now I say to you, watch him, re­
member him, for he is history, and i t ' 
is great men like him that make me 
love baseball.
Editors Note: Usually I  would not 
place any new or information about 
teams outside o f  the Olivet bubble, 
but because o f the willingness that 
Chris portrayed, I  am happy to in­
clude his article. He is a Student at 
KCC and will be contributing regu­
larly to this page.
AUTOMOTIVE INC.
Larry Nottke
. Efsctrical Specialist ;
lodd Miller returns a ball for the ONU Tennis Team 
(Glimmerglass photo by Johnathan Tran)
All Apologies
Last issue I published the ex­
act same picture without the name 
specified on the caption of the photo. 
I would like to apologize to Todd 
Miller, who is the person in this pic­
ture. As this is my first year as editor, 
I’m still learning and I will be sure not 
to make the same mistake in the 
future.
I  also apologize for not put-
ting my name on my article on the 
definition of a sport. Anyone who 
would like to kill me over my opin­
ions stated in that article can now lo­
cate me and pick me off with any 
means of weaponry that they prefer.
Andy Maynard ' 
Sports Editor
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR ANO SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES 
DEADLINE: DECEMBER S , 2 0 0 1
In addition to completing a  Student Entry Form, the student is required to 
haw  a  professor review the essay and fill out a  Faculty Sponsor Form. Any 
interested professor may act as a Faculty Sponsor. The college o r university 
is not required to  have an official coordinator for the contest; however, 
your campus may have, o r wish to establish, sun internal set o f procedures.
FIRST PRIZE: $ 5 ,0 0 0
SECOND PRIZE: $ 2 ,5 0 0  THIRD PRIZE: $ 1 ,5 0 0  
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $ 5 0 0  EACH
Entry form and detailed guidelines available online 
at www.dtewnesdRNimlation.org, or by sending a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope to;
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics . /
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity l 
529 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1802 \
New York, NY 10017 
Telephone: 212.490.7777
Letters to the Editor
For the Lord is righteous, he loves justice
Dear Editor,
This statement was written 
in response to the article in the first 
issue of Olivet’s GlimmerGlass enti­
tled Pepsi is Olivet’s new official soft 
drink. The author exclaimed the 
excitement about how Olivet has offi­
cially chosen Pepsi as the official 
drink that will be offered to Olivet 
students,
Pepsi or Coke, I hate to use 
the cliche of which is better among 
the two evils but that was my reac­
tion. Hopefully you are thinking 
about why I may think that Pepsi or 
Coke would be evil. Well if you are 
knowledgeable about the situation in 
Sudan Africa then you will under­
stand where I am coming from with 
this statement. I will try to explain 
how Sudan Africa plays a major role 
within these companies and hope that 
it spurs you on to research this topic 
further.
First I would just like to start 
by stressing the fact that it is not 
specifically only Pepsi and Coca- 
Cola companies, but the majority of 
soda companies that are generally 
included in this situation. One of the 
major ingredients in soda is that prod­
uct called gum arabic. The major sup­
plier of this product is the largest 
country in Africa, Sudan.
Sudan has been in a civil war 
for over 18 years. The Sudanese gov­
ernment is an extremist Islamic 
regime, much like the Taliban gov­
ernment, and have waged a war on 
the southern population of Sudan,
which are mostly animists and 
Christians. Within this time span 
there have been over 2 million people 
that have been killed, millions inter­
nally displaced or forced into slavery 
and brought to the north where they 
are forced to convert to Islam. The 
United States government has been 
lobbied by several interest groups, 
most of them relating to the oil and 
gum arabic industries, to withhold the 
action on behalf of the Sudanese. Al­
though the United States has been 
making small steps toward helping in 
Sudan, the Anti-Slavery Freedom 
Action Network issued a statement 
saying that the United States has sud­
denly made diplomatic overtures 
toward Sudan -- a country that once 
harbored Osama bin Laden and con­
tinues to wage a genocide on its 
southern population (which consists 
of a majority Christians and ani­
mists). AT the request of the White 
House, Congress shelved pending 
economic measures against Sudan. 
And the US stood by as the UN lifted 
sanctions against Sudan. In other 
words, the United States has once 
again stood by and watched the injus­
tices in Sudan, while gaining from 
Sudan economically.
Although it is not my intent 
to focus on the fact that Osama bin 
Laden is also included in the situation 
and relate this situation to what is 
occurring today, however, it goes 
along with my reasoning. A statement 
by Congressman Frank R. Wolf, who 
works with the human rights viola­
tions in Sudan, basically explains the
relation of soda to the horrific situa­
tion in Sudan. This is his statement 
about the lift of the sanction on this 
product:
Perhaps most crucially, bin 
Laden cannily invested in Gum 
Arabic Company Limited, a 
Khartoum-based firm which has vir­
tual monopoly over most of Sudan’s 
exports of gum arabic, which in turn 
comprises around 80 percent of the 
world’s supply. Gum arabic comes 
from the sap of the Sudanese acacia 
tree. A colorless, tasteless gum, it 
makes newspaper ink stick to print­
ing presses, keeps ingredients in 
drinks from settling to the bottom of 
a can, and forms a film around sweets 
and medical pills, keeping them 
fresh. It is a crucial ingredient in 
dozens of products Western cus­
tomers use every day, and within two 
years of arriving in Sudan, bin Laden 
is believed to have secured an effec­
tive monopoly over the entire 
Sudanese output.
Congressman Wolf contin­
ues to explain the fact that gum arabic 
is one of Sudan’s primary exports and 
is directly related to the Sudan gov­
ernment.
The reason I am writing this 
article is to inform you about the rela- 
ticp of soda to the support of oppres­
sion from the Sudanese government 
on its people. Some people may be 
thinking that it is a far stretch to relate 
the buying of soda products with 
slavery, murder and government 
sponsored terrorism* but I clearly see 
a direct relation. It is a chain of
events. Soda companies thrive off 
their consumers and soda companies 
violate the Sudanese by supporting 
their government, which in turn per­
forms an ethnic cleansing on its peo­
ple.
This article is a simple intro­
duction to the situation in Sudan. It is 
my prayer that people will research 
this topic and take a stand. I stand 
behind a statement by Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu when he said: If you 
are neutral in situations of injustice, 
you have chosen the side of the 
oppressor.
Sincerely, .
Kandice Arwood
Again I looked and 
saw all the oppression 
that was taking place 
under the sun: I saw the 
tears of the oppressed -- 
and they have no com­
forter; power was on the 
side of their oppressors 
- -  Ecclesiastes 4:1
For the Lord is right­
eous, he loves justice 
I  Psalm 11:7
He need your helH
This year's GlimmerGlass staff is almost entirely made up of new 
editors. As you may have noticed, we are making some changes in the paper' 
and trying to make it be an interesting as well as informative publication. 
Sometimes, however, the ideas we come up with may not be the things you 
want to read about, but unless you fthe student body) let us know what you 
want to see in the GlimmerGlass, we cannot make the right changes.
^  So, here is a chance for you to send us any and all comments yotl-’l 
s may have about .this year’s GUmmerGiass...yoa can just answer these few 
questions and dip  out and mail this survey, or send us any related comments. 
All responses should he sent to: GlimmerGlass. Box 6024. Thanks!
1. What do you think about the “Study Break" section? Is it a sec-
tio ili l l is . if I  IliiliS llillll
you enjoy reading?
2. Do you like the comic strips, ‘Thinking Hurts" and “Bunker 
of O.B.U.?” ■
3. Are there any types of events or news we are not covering that 
y°u ^ H
would like to see in the paper?
4. What do you like the most about the GlimmerGlass this year?
5. Finally, what can we as a newspaper staff do better? What will 
make you want to read the GlimmerGlass?
